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We will explore which areas in our lives are in con ict and discover how the body has its own knowing about that

con ictwhich is expressed through pain or a chronic symptom It is the (indigestible) feeling of the event that impacts a

speci c part of the body (stomach, responsible for digesting) and triggers a biological reaction (vomiting). We will explore

which areas in our lives are in con ict and discover how "THE COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF AILMENTS AND DISEASES"

EXTRACT I can use the information contained in this book to effect changes at the level of my emotions. The emotional

reactions to an event are therefore the basis of the Bio oding system The document discusses the concept of bio oding

illness to understand the root causes of disease. It states that emotional stress and unresolved psychic distress from

ancestors can lead to illness, and that diseases usually originate from fear-based con icts It is characterized by

in ammation, muscular stiffness and pain, which correspond, on the metaphysical level, The document discusses the

concept of bio oding illness to understand the root causes of disease. By doing the following exercise, I can activate my

emotional memory to make it possible, from my head to my heart ©, for some part of my emotions to be healed in love Bio

oding® is a pioneering technique to ode with precision any kind of symptom (physical, emotional and mental) and resolve

their underlying bio-emotional and ancestral cause at the cellular level through a signature methodology Gendlin´s theory

of the implicit and Biological Bio oding with Genosomatic Consciousness. ncludes the bones, the ligaments, the tendons and

the muscles. It states that emotional stress and unresolved psychic distress from BIODÉCODAGE Christian Flèche Bio

oding® is a pioneering technique to ode with precision any kind of symptom (physical, emotional and mental) and resolve

their underlying bio-emotional and Gendlin´s theory of the implicit and Biological Bio oding with Genosomatic

Consciousness.
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